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Proper PL maps which are Hurewicz fibrations have the covering homotopy property in the 
PL category. 
AMS(MOS) Subj. Class.: 57410, 57460 
By a PL fibration we mean a proper PL map which is a Hurewicz (equivalently 
Serre [6]) fibration. By a fibration in the PL category, we mean a PL map p : E + B 
such that any covering homotopy problem for p whose maps are PL may be solved 
by a PL covering homotopy. 
Our main result here is the following: 
Theorem. A proper PL map p : E + B is a PL jibration if and only if it is a jibration 
in the PL category. 
Recent interest in PL fibrations grew out of Hatcher’s [4], where a connection 
between PL fibrations and the concordance group of a PL manifold was proposed. 
Waldhausen [7] then developed a set of machinery to compute the rational homotopy 
groups of concordance spaces via the results of [4]. Unfortunately, the arguments 
in [4] were insufficient to complete the desired connections proposed there. 
Nevertheless, the main assertions in [4], together with their connections to Wald- 
hausen’s machinery, have all been since verified, for instance by the sequence of 
[6] and [l] (which gives results announced in [2]) and [5]. Proofs have also been 
announced by other authors. 
This paper was written in response to a question of Chapman, who asked for a 
simple argument for the above Theorem. We then noticed the argument given here, 
which deduces the result from the techniques used to classify PL fibrations in [6]. 
We note that the result would also follow from the fibrewise regular neighborhood 
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theory proposed in [2], but not without further work from the version carried out 
in [l]. 
We discuss fibrations in the PL category in section 1, discuss PL fibrations in 
Section 2, and prove the Theorem in Section 3. 
1. Fibrations in the PL category 
The proof of the following may be taken verbatim from Dold [3; Theorem 6.11. 
Lemma 1.1. Let f: E, -+ E, be a$brewise PL map betweenjbrations in the PL category 
over B. Then f is a jibre homotopy equivalence in the PL category if and only if f is 
an ordinary homotopy equivalence. 
Now suppose given fibrations in the PL category, p, : E, + B, i = 0, 1,2, and fibre- 
wise PL inclusions EOc Ei, i = 1, 2. Let p : E = E, uE, EZ+ B be the induced map. 
Since fibrations in PL have the relative covering homotopy property with respect 
to PL subspaces of the domain of a covering homotopy problem and since pullbacks 
exist in PL, we have the following. 
Lemma 1.2. Under the hypotheses above, p : E + B is a jibration in the PL category. 
2. PL fibrations 
Here, we assume that p: E + B is a proper simplicial map between simplicial 
complexes. We consider the iterated mapping cylinder decomposition of [6]. 
Let 9 be the category of polysimplicial complexes and projections [6]. An object 
of 9 is a sub-convex cell complex of a product K, x * * * x K, of finite simplicial 
complexes, with products of simplices as cells. The morphisms in 9” are generated 
by inclusions of sub-convex cell complexes, and by projection away from some of 
the factors in the products above. Let c9 be the subcategory of B whose morphisms 
are CEPL (i.e. PL maps with contractible point inverses). 
Let % be the category of simplices of B and let p(p) : 93 + 9 be the contravariant 
functor of [6]: p(p)(~) =p-‘6.~ p~‘vox . . . xp~‘v,, where & is the barycenter of 
v=vo”’ vi, with the inclusion induced by the natural join structure of the simplices 
mapping onto u, and with p (p)( T < u) induced by projection away from the vertices 
not in r. 
Recall the simplicial iterated mapping cylinder functor C of [6] which associates 
to a contravariant functor F : .Y + 9, from a partially ordered set 2 to g’, a simplicial 
map rF : C(F) + BZ. Identifying B93 with the first derived complex of B we have 
the following. 
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Lemma 2.1 [6]. C(p( p)) is jbrewise simplicially isomorphic to the Jirst derived map 
of-p. 
Lemma 2.2 [6]. For a functor F : 9 + 9”, rrTTF : C(F) + Bdip is a PLjbration if and only 
if F takes values in cP. 
Let F : Lf+ P and let K be an object of 9’. Recall from [6] that rrF : C(F) + BZ 
is induced by a map of categories, to be denoted Y(F) + 2. There is a natural 
isomorphism %‘(F x 1 K) = Y(F) x X, where X is the category of cells of K. We 
obtain the following. 
Lemma 2.3. The projection xFxl R : C (F x 1 K ) + B2? isfibrewise simplicially isomorphic 
to the composite C(F) x K’- C(F) * B.2, where K’ is the jirst derived of K. 
Suppose given a (contravariant) functor F: .2’+ 9 and suppose that 9 has an 
initial object v. Let u be a cell of F(v) and let w E 9. Let fiV( w) be the union of 
closed cells of F(w) which map onto (T under F(v < w). Restriction of the maps 
of F gives a functor fi,: .2’+ 9. Moreover, the projection structure of 9’ defines 
convex cell complexes F,(w) such that fiV( w) = F(,( w) x CT. These fit together into 
a functor F, : 2 + CT’, together with a natural isomorphism of convex cell complexes 
fir = F, x 1,. Now suppose F: Z+ ~63’. 
Lemma 2.4. Under these conventions, the complexes F,(w) are contractible and the 
maps of F, are CEPL. 
Proof. F,(w) is isomorphic to the point-inverse of an interior point of (T under 
F( v < w), and hence is contractible. If wO < w, and if x E F,( wO) has carrier r, then 
the inverse image of x under Fc( wO < wl) is isomorphic to the inverse image of an 
interior point of r x CT under F( wO < w,), and hence is contractible. 0 
3. Proof of the Theorem 
The “if” part is well-known. As shown in [4], a solution to a PL covering homotopy 
problem shows that the maps of p(p) are CEPL. 
For the “only if” part, we argue by induction on the dimension of B. We assume 
that p is triangulated. It suffices to show that p is a fibration in PL over the stars 
in the first derived of B of the vertices of B. By Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2 it suffices to 
assume that p = rrr : C(F) + BZ, where F : 2 + CC??‘, 2 is obtained by adjoining the 
initial object TV to X1, and the theorem is true for base spaces of the dimension of 
BX, . 
We now argue by induction on the number of cells in F(v). Let (T E F(v) be a 
cell of maximal dimension and let K = F(v) -int (T. Let Fk : Z’-+ c?P be defined by 
FK(w)=F(v<w))‘(K). Then rrFK: C( Fk) + B2’ is a fibration in the PL category 
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by induction. Moreover, C(F) is the union of C( FK ) and C( F, x 1,) (as defined 
in the previous section), which intersect in C(F, x l,,). By Lemmas 1.2 and 2.3 it 
suffices to show that rrF_: C(F,) + BLf is a fibration in the PL category. 
Now let p : E + B denote the restriction of rr F, over Bdip, . By induction and Lemma 
2.4, p is a fibration in the PL category with contractible fibres. Moreover, since 
F_(V) = *, rrF, may be identified with the natural map of cones, cone p : cone E + 
cone B. 
Now choose a fibrewise PL embedding of E in the trivial bundle B x Dk for k 
sufficiently large. By Lemma 1.1, this embedding is a fibre homotopy equivalence 
in PL, and hence E is a fibrewise PL retract if B x Dk. By functoriality of cones, 
we may assume that E = B x Dk. But now the cone map cone E + cone B is easily 
seen to be a fibrewise PL retract of (cone B) x Dk. 
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